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Introduction 

The famous London gunmaking firm of John Rigby & Co introduced this proprietary cartridge in 
1908. This was at a time when "medium bore" calibres were utilised all over the world for soft-
skinned game as well as for occasional use on dangerous game in open country.  

Rigby had been at the forefront of innovative cartridge development several years previously 
with the introduction of the rimmed 400/.350. With the end of the second Anglo-Boer War in 
1902, Rigby became Mausers British Agent; this collaboration with Mauser led to the use of the 
renowned square-bridge magnum-length action and a revolution in magazine rifles and the long 
rimless cartridges. No other maker then offered such a magnum-length bolt action rifle and 
Rigbys name became synonymous throughout the world for the best in Mauser-actioned big 
game rifles. 

Sporting cartridges of the day reflected the high velocities attained with the then new military 
rounds. 1905 saw the adoption of a 153 grain spitzer bullet for the Mauser Gewehr 98 at the 
unprecedented velocity of 2880 fps (in a 30 inch barrel) and, in 1906, the United States followed 
with the introduction of the 150 grain bullet at 2700 fps for the 1903 Springfield. 

To meet the challenge, the .350 Magnum Rigby replaced the faithful old 400/.350 which had 
been loaded with a 310 grain bullet at 2150 fps. The new cartridge used a .358-inch diameter 
bullet of 225 grains in semi-spitzer soft-nose and round-nose solid forms, both departing a 24 
inch barrel at an advertised velocity of 2600 fps. In 1908, this was considered a remarkable 
velocity for the calibre. The advertised velocity was somewhat optimistic - firing a sample of the 
80-year-old solids over my chronograph only produced a mean velocity of 2515 fps with an 
extreme spread of 38 fps. 

As was common practice at the time, a flanged version with identical ballistics, was also 
produced for use in doubles and was known as the .350 No 2 Rigby. This was however, nothing 
other than the old 400/.350 case with the same loading as the .350 Magnum. 

The new cartridge also used Rigbys steel jacketed bullets that gave true controlled expansion 
with the soft-nose while the solids exhibited excellent penetration with little or no deformation. 
The calibre began to be used on elephant, rhino and buffalo, although the makers neither 
advertised nor recommended it for such heavy game. With the exception of the .318 Westley 
Richards, which was significantly cheaper, Rigbys .350 Magnum became the most widely used 
medium bore throughout Africa.  

Rigbys introduction of the first Mauser magnum action and later the .350 Magnum spurred 
Holland and Holland to introduce their competing magnum, the great .375.  

  



Reloading Components 

Ammunition production halted with the commencement of hostilities in 1939 and was not 
resumed after the war; with the result that the original Berdan primed cases are somewhat rare 
today. Cases can easily be made up by turning the belts off .375 H&H brass, full-length resizing 
in a RCBS die and trimming to a length of 69,6 mm. Cases should then be outside neck-turned to 
ensure concentricity and reduce the thickness at the base of the neck, this having been part of the 
shoulder in parent case. Only remove sufficient material to ensure concentricity or there will be 
insufficient neck-tension to retain the bullets of those cartridges in the magazine when the rifle 
recoils. Factory brass had a neck wall thickness of 0,31 mm. These converted cases are 
extremely strong and have never showed any signs of head separations. 

Plenty of good bullets exist; in fact any of those recommended for use in the .358 Norma 
Magnum can be used. Some of these are: 

• Speer 250 gr semi-spitzer # 2453  
• Speer 250 gr Grand Slam # 2455  
• Sierra 225 gr spitzer boat-tail # 2850  
• Hornady 250 gr spire point # 3520  
• Barnes 200 gr X spitzer # 35815  
• Barnes 225 gr X spitzer # 35825  
• Barnes 250 gr solid round nose # 35822  
• Norma 250 gr round nose soft point # 69001  

Any of the standard Large Rifle primers will suffice, my choice having always been CCI 200s. 
The best powders for this cartridge do not require the use of magnum primers. 

All my reloading with this cartridge has endeavoured to reproduce the original ammunition 
ballistics, with the rifle shooting to point of aim, using the express sights, at somewhere near 
2600 fps. Over the years I have used MR2, MR4 and IMR 4350 with mixed results and have 
recently used S385 and S365, the last giving the best results. 

A short while ago I discovered the existence of some extremely versatile ballistic software. This 
software lists the local propellants and, when fed the basic requirements of cartridge, case 
volume, barrel length and bullet, gave some enlightening answers to a number of problems that 
have puzzled me. 

• S335 is far too fast and generates too much pressure for the relatively poor performance 
in velocity.  

• S385 and IMR4350 are too slow with only about 91% of the powder being burnt. Neither 
powders give sufficient velocity for the pressure they generate.  

• S365 is the best choice of powder to use behind any of the 225 or 250 grain bullets. Load 
densities are above 90% with in excess of 98% of the propellant burnt.  

  



Loads 

The loads listed below are those that have given good results in my rifle, an original Rigby 
manufactured between the World Wars; 25 inch barrel and rifling twist of 1 in 13 ½ inches. The 
pop-up rear peep sight was used for all range shooting. 

Bullet Primer Powder Charge Velocity Comment 
225 
Sierra# 
2850 

CCI 
200 

S365 68,0 2558 Duplicates factory ballistics 
with the rifle shooting to point 
of aim.  

250 
Speer# 
2453 

CCI 
200 

S365 67,0 2547 Very effective on eland and 
kudu. Shoots to same point of 
aim as the 225 Sierra at 100 
metres 

250 
Norma# 
69001 

CCI 
200 

S365 67,0 2519 Shoots 50 mm lower than the 
Speer bullet at 100 metres 

Conclusion 

John "Pondoro" Taylor was a user and admirer of the cartridge, speaking highly of its superior 
penetration compared to other medium calibres. In African Rifles and Cartridges, Taylor wrote: 
"There is nothing spectacular about this cartridge; it has never had the write-up that the .318 and 
.375 Magnum get from time to time; nevertheless, it is a splendidly effective shell and at ranges 
of up to at least 150 yards kills as instantaneously as the .375 Magnum. In addition, it has an 
appreciably lighter recoil."  

This cartridge comes from an era when medium-bore cartridges (those calibres between .32 and 
.40) were considered the absolute minimum for use on soft skinned dangerous game and the 
larger antelope. This was largely due to poor bullet performance in the smaller calibres; 
something that does not occur today thanks to modern technology and advanced bullet design. 

The enhanced performance of modern small calibre bullets has, without doubt, contributed to the 
demise of the "medium bores". However, nostalgia aside, Rigbys .350 Magnum is a versatile 
cartridge and with bullets such as the Speer Grand Slam and Barnes X, it can hold its own 
against the more popular .375 H&H. 

Please take note that despite all reasonable precautions taken during the compilation of data 
for the composition of this article, the Reloading Association, the SA Hunters and Game 
Conservation Association, the Publisher and the Author accepts no liability of any nature 
whatsoever for any damage or harmful consequences that may arise from activities of persons 
that reload or handload ammunition, or attempt to load ammunition based on the contents of 
this article 
 


